Context

Pinpoint the language that wins in court with the first and only legal language analytics solution.

PERSUADE YOUR JUDGE

Judge Analytics
Build your strongest argument with language proven to persuade your judge.
- Pinpoint the specific language and cases your judge relies on most often.
- Uncover your judge's grant and denial rates for 100 motion types to anticipate how likely you are to prevail.
- Have confidence in your arguments knowing the fellow judges your judge cites most often.

FIND THE RIGHT COURT

Court Analytics
Ensure the best outcome by arguing your case in the right court.
- Find and file your case in a court with precedent most favorable to your view.
- Craft your most compelling argument using language your court responds to and avoiding arguments it disfavors.
- Identify if a change in venue is in order and find compelling language to support the motion.
IDENTIFY STRONG EXPERTS

Expert Witness Analytics

Persuade your judge to admit your expert’s testimony or impeach your opposition’s expert.

- View “scorecards” to assess potential experts’ credentials and track records at a granular level.
- Pinpoint why your judge admitted or excluded an expert’s testimony, and how often.
- Find the precise language and reasoning your judge used to weigh the Daubert challenge.

KNOW YOUR OPPONENT

Attorney Analytics

Anticipate how opposing counsel will argue their case and use it to strengthen your own argument.

- Understand opposing counsel’s experience in particular practice areas and jurisdictions.
- Discover how opposing counsel has handled similar cases in the past and how their litigation strategy played out.
- Neutralize your opponent’s arguments with insight into their previous arguments.

UNCOVER OPPORTUNITIES & RISKS

Company Analytics

Provide timely and informed counsel with a 360-degree view of the current landscape a company is facing.

- Understand and anticipate a company’s needs with insight into its litigation history, financials and news trends.
- Gain valuable competitive intelligence into the company you’re litigating against.
- Assess and monitor companies you may want to do business with or with whom you’re considering a merger or acquisition.
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